Clipsal’s new range of 2530 Battenholders pack more features than any other battenholders in the competition. The range consists of three different versions to suit any application, and they’re all simple to install and boast the latest safety features. Simply rotate the cover 120° for easy removal, and a new built-in safety feature prevents the cover from accidentally falling onto a hot globe. Terminal slots are accessible, even after installation, and small protectors prevent accidental finger access. Finally, to ensure a clean appearance, there are no unsightly screwheads.

The 2530 (Universal), 2530LT (Fixing Plugs & Screws) and 2530SS (Safety Shutter) all offer these great features:

- Easily removable cover by 120 degree rotation and visual indicators.
- Front access to Terminal Slots allowing easy adjustment of terminals, even after installation.
- Built-in safety feature to ensure removable cover does not fall onto globe.
- Protection against accidental finger access to terminal slots.
- No exposed, unsightly screwheads.
- 250V, 250 Watt maximum.

For further information, contact your Clipsal Representative or log onto clipsal.com
Now you can position the 530 and 2530 Battenholder ranges outdoors thanks to the new 530AWP rain resistant adaptor.

Now you can install Clipsal Battenholders outside without having to worry about the weather. With an IP23 protection rating, the new 530 AWP Weatherproof Adaptor is perfectly designed for installing lighting outside. It can be used with several Clipsal Battenholders, including the 530 Series and the new 2530 Series, and saves you the cost of installing expensive floodlights.

**The 530AWP Features:**

- IP23 Rating
  (IP23 is achieved with battenholder and lamp inserted.)
- Unique shape protects the battenholders against rain.
- Adapts to 530, 530SS, 2530 & 2530SS battenholders.
- Includes small gasket to prevent water intrusion.
- Includes wall & battenholder fixing accessories.

For further information, contact your Clipsal Representative or log onto clipsal.com